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Logo History Final: Microsoft Corp. Logo 

Microsoft is one of the largest corporations in the world. They currently have over 160k               

employees and the global revenue is over $140k. In 1975, Microsoft was founded by Bill Gates                

and Paul Allen. With the formation of the company came their logo. Their logo would go                

through changes over the years but was always familiar to many individuals across the world.               

Microsoft's simple windows logo helped grab their consumer’s attention. This simple logo            

design has a story behind it to represent one of the biggest corporations to ever exist. 

Microsoft Corporation was founded on April 9, 1975. With the creation of Microsoft,             

came their first-ever logo to be shown to the world. Their first logo consisted of the name of their                   

brand but with lines within the letters. The words seem to animate but are all an illusion from the                   

use of the line design. This      

design was inspired by the 70s      

era. The 70s were remembered     

for their funky letters and disco      

parties. This logo was created     

by the founders themselves, Bill     

Gates and Paul Allen. Both Bill Microsoft’s first-ever logo presented in (1975-1980) (FLD) 

and Paul were programmers and technologists. With these professions, they were able to create              

their first logo with a programming language. 



 

The 80s rolled around with their Heavy Metal Rock Era. Microsoft’s new logo was              

shown and this time it had more a heavy metal rock font used for it. The use of this font was to                      

attract a new generation of computer programmers during the 80s. This font showed off its sharp                

edges throughout the   

entire word. The   

letters M, R, and F     

would have elongated   

stems going past the    

usual baseline. This   

logo was accepted by Microsoft’s Logo (1980 - 1981) (FLD) 

the public but was only used for two years. The reason for this being was the logo could have                   

given off the impression that Microsoft sold Heavy Metal Records instead of computer software.  

Shortly after the rock era, Microsoft would make its logo look more corporate by using               

Sans Serif again and adding the color green to it. This would be the first time Microsoft used                  

colors in their logos. The new Microsoft logo had a symbol embedded into it. The “O” had a                  

simple design of   

having horizontal  

lines across it. This    

simple design was   

quickly loved by not Microsoft’s “Blibbet” Logo (1982-1987) (FLD)  

only the public but especially by the employees. The employees fell in love with the symbol and                  

even named it “Blibbet”. Blibbet would go on to have a cult following. In 1987, Microsoft was in                  

talks of changing the logo again and their employees weren’t too happy about this decision. A                



 

petition was created by the employees called “Save The Blibbet” to prevent Microsoft from              

changing the logo. The petition spread like wildfire        

across Microsoft’s campus by having small pins       

and even burgers named after it. Microsoft’s       

“Blibbet” would remain as a small but strong part         

of their history.  

 

“Save The Blibbet” Pin Petition (GN) 

The 80s were coming to a close and Microsoft were ready to change their logo.               

Microsoft’s in-house designer, Scott Baker was in charge of rebranding Microsoft’s logo. Scott             

Baker acknowledged the previous logo by saying, “The former logo (the ‘Blibbet’) was more in               

keeping with how we saw our company five years ago. The new logo, in Helvetica italic                

typeface, has a slash between the “o” and “s” to emphasize the “soft” part of the name and                  

convey motion and speed.” (FPA). Scott’s new approach towards the Microsoft logo was to keep               

it simple. Using Helvetica black font with a little slash on the “O”. Similar to “Blibbet” the “O”                  

was used once more as a way to symbolize the Microsoft Logo. This slash on the “O” was a way                    

to pay homage towards “Blibbet”. The employees referred to this logo as Pacman, as it looks                

similar to the famous video game character.  

  

 

 

Microsoft’s “Pacman” Logo (1987-2011) (FPA) 



 

On August 23, 2012, Microsoft would reveal their new and current modern logo. This              

logo shows “Microsoft” in the Segoe UI font. This typeface was created by designer Steve               

Mattison and was used for Microsoft. Not only did the typeface change but so did the                

symbolism. With the succession of their computer operating system “Windows”, they added            

four-color tiles which shaped out to be a window. Each of these tiles was color-coded to                

represent their Office Applications, Red (Windows Powerpoint), Green (Windows Excel), Blue           

(Windows Word), and Yellow (Windows Outlook). “The brand should evolve to visually            

accentuate this new beginning, as the company prepares for the launch of its new products. The                

logo takes its inspiration from our product design principles while drawing upon the heritage of               

our brand value, fonts, and colors.” Microsoft’s current logo is to represent its entire brand and                

corporation.  

 

Microsoft’s current logo today (2012- ) (FPA) 
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